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#10 Summarize the strengths and weaknesses of the Teaching Fellow. In what ways was their teaching effective and

in what ways could their teaching be improved?

Respondent Answer

1646551 super helpful

1647391 Great TF who is really smart! Active in course and responding to questions in Ed!

1651830 A professional and patient TA who provided us with a lot of help.

1652370 very good

1654038 Really helpful feedback on the online QA platform. Always nice to have such a warm-hearted TF

1655012
Very engaged in the course. Very knowledgeable about the course content and was able to clarify topics as a nice supplement to the

professors lectures. Very available to help with homeworks over email; always answered very quickly.

1660388 Very knowledgeable and helpful teaching fellow

1661806 AMAZING

1661920 Pretty good

1662034 Very patient in answering questions both after class and on the slack

1662538 Jane was so helpful! Very generous with her time and very good at explaining things.

1663062

Jane was a fantastic teaching fellow. She helped us with various recitations and grading. I liked the recitations offered on Fridays because

they nicely complemented some of the materials we glossed over in the lecture. She was also very responsive on Ed, providing fast feedback

and answers to any questions students had online. Last but not least, I appreciated some of the anecdotes she shared with me going from

college to industry, and back to school for PhD.

1665669 Jane was great! Always replied to emails immediately and her recitations were great.

1671292 Jane is an excellent TF!

1671851 Jane is very helpful and explains questions clearly.

1671943

The TA is very helpful, responsible, displays a deep understanding of the materials, and always available to support students, particularly for

a very challenging course. She provides valuable suggestions and is quick in responding to questions and emails. The TA sections she leads

are so useful and directly relevant to the course content.

1672213

Jane was an extremely helpful TF for this class. She held office hours weekly and was very helpful in explaining tricky problems without giving

away the answers, and she came to class many days in the semester to help with teaching / recording and was willing to answer questions.

Her discussion sections were helpful reviews for much of the class material, and she was able to convey concepts in a clear introductory way

while still not eliding any of the more hidden details.

1672424

Strengths: Very helpful and was quick to respond to queries over Ed or email. Generally knew the content well herself and understood the

doubts well. Although I had lost interest in the more involved things in the course due to irrelevance to my own research interests, her help

allowed me to perform well and get through. Weakness: Nothing in particular. She is the best TA at Yale I have had! Thanks again Jane if you

are reading this.
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#11 What is your overall assessment of the Teaching Fellow?

Average and Standard Deviation

Question Average Dept Div School

4.9 ±0.5 4.2 ±1.0 4.3 ±1.0 4.3 ±1.0

Choice Label Counts

poor 0

fair 0

good 2

very good 1

excellent 31


